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SUMMARY 

This paper concerns the subsonic lift characteristics of airfoils in 

ground proximity with and without trailing edge jet flaps. The study is 

restricted to the supercritical flow problem in which the jet flap does 

not impinge upon the ground. 

A linearized potential flow model in the form of integro-differential 

equations is constructed to analyze this physical problem. Solutions for 

the airfoil vortex intensity and jet-flap shape are found by representing 

these functions in a continuous manner by trigonometric series with unknown 

coefficients. The resulting algebraic equations are then solved by a pivotal 

points procedure. One advantage of this method is that it takes into con

sideration particular mean lines and thickness distributions without addition

al complexity. 

Sample calculations of the lift variation with jet momentum at a ground 

clearance of one-half the chord are made for illustration. Results of engineer

ing accuracy are obtained using nine pivotal points. Calculations of jet-flap 

shapes are also made, but only for a limited distance downstream of the air

foil. 

An alternate method for determining the lift characteristics of airfoils 

in ground proximity without jet flaps is also presented. This method may be 

regarded as an iterative procedure. Results for the lift based on one itera

tion have applicability for ground clearance ratios greater than .5. Other 

results obtained by this technique illustrate the necessity of considering 

thickness effects in ground proximity. 

iii 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently the jet-flapped airfoil has attracted new interest because 

of its potential capabilities as a ground-effect support for high-speed 

vehicles. A specific application of this type of support for a "Tubeflightff 

vehicle is discussed in References land 2. This investigation deals with 

the problem of analytically determining the lift characteristics of airfoil 

sections in ground proximity with and without jet flaps. 

The problem of airfoil sections in ground proximity without jet flaps 

(ram airfoils) has already been the object of several studies. In 

References 3, 4 and 5 the potential flow problem for flat plates in ground 

proximity is solved exactly by conformal transformations. A more general 

conformal transformation approach is given in Garrickfs treatment of arbi

trary biplane wing sections (Ref. 6). As noted by Garrick, the potential 

problem of airfoil sections in ground proximity occurs as the limiting case 

when one biplane airfoil becomes the image of the other. 

An extension of the conformal transformation approach to a jet-flapped 

flat plate is given by Prosnak and Kucharczyk (Ref. 7). Besides neglecting 

camber and thickness effects, this analysiS is further restricted to the 

case where the jet flap exhausts perpendicular to the plate. 

One difficulty with the exact conformal transformation approach is 

that when it is applied to an arbitrarily shaped airfoil, the effects of 

the airfoilfs angle of attack, mean line shape, and thickness distribution 

are difficult to analyze separately. This is one reason why an exact 

mapping approach is not developed herein. 

The method used in this investigation is the well-known small

disturbance technique in which the physical problem is approximated by 



a linearized potential flow model. Strand and Brainerd (Ref. 8) have 

developed the small-disturbance equations for arbitrary airfoils in ground 

proximity. The problem of mean line design was considered, and a rather 

extensive set of results is given in their report. To find the vortex 

distribution an iterative technique was used. This method is also employed 

here in Appendices D and E, however it was not found convenient to extend 

this solution procedure to jet-flapped airfoils. Spence (Ref. 9) has used 

a linearized potential flow model to determine the lift characteristics of 

a jet-flapped flat plate away from the ground. 

A basic physical limitation on the small-disturbance technique occurs 

when the trailing edge jet curtain impinges on the ground. This so-called 

"blocked" or "subcritical" flow problem, which has been considered in 

References 10, 11 and 12, lies beyond the scope of this investigation. 

Two very recent investigations using a small-disturbance method 

should also be mentioned. The first by DeJager (Ref, 13) considers a jet

flapped airfoil midway between two parallel walls, where the walls are 

spaced by several wing chords. The problem of the study was to determine 

wind tunnel correction factors. The second by Lissaman (Ref. 14) deals 

with the problem examined here, i.e. a jet-flapped section in close ground 

proximity, In both of these papers the linearized perturbation potential 

is separated into terms corresponding to the wing and to the jet flap. In 

each case the wing potential is solved by conformal transformations while 

the jet-flap potential is solved numerically. 

The problem investigated here is formulated in a manner mathematically 

e~uivalent to that of Lissaman, but it is solved by a different procedure, 

namely that of Spence in Reference 9. 

3 
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II. SYMBOLS 

Physical Variables 

x,y physical coordinates 

c airfoil chord 

h airfoil height or clearance above ground 

Yc6~); o<'X:<c mean line shape measured at 0(.= 0 

t<'~); o~ x ~ c airfoil thickness distribution measured at 0( = 0 

y j (x); c.:)( jet-flap shape 

u free stream velocity 

- -U,v perturbation velocity components in x,y directions respectively 

qw(~) ,jw(x) 

qj (~) :ij (~) 

fJ 

Vj 

S 
2-

Cj == 
!j~ , 
.... 7! g 

C. 

free stream dynamic pressure 

angle of attack 

initial jet-flap deflection angle, measured from tangent to 
mean line at the trailing edge 

source and vortex intensity on the airfoil 

source and vortex intensity on the jet flap 

jet-flap flow density 

jet-flap flow velocity 

jet-flap flow thickness 

two-dimensional jet-momentum coefficient 

total two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil lift coefficient 

AVT ; Vupper - Vlower tangential velocity change across airfoil 

~p == Pupper - Plower pressure difference across airfoil 

( 

'( 

) 

) 

enclose arguments of functions 

derivative with respect to the argument 
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Non-Dimensional Variables 

x = x 
C 

dummy x variable 

h 1-
c ground clearance ratio 

~ = Ys..~)( 
"'41t C 

airfoil camber ratio 

Y(X) 
j'( 

= - mean line shape function 
)':''''1( 

t max ~ c 
airfoil thickness ratio 

T(x) = l 
l1Of4,!( 

thickness distribution 

Y j (x) = Yi 
C 

q = L 
u 

K= K 
u 



III. ANALYSIS 

The following analysis consists of four parts. In Part A the 

physical problem of supercritical flow over a jet-flapped airfoil in 

ground proximity is formulated in terms of a linearized potential flow 

model. The remaining parts of the analysis (B, C and D) deal with a 

trigonometric series expansion and pivotal points method for solving the 

equations derived in Part A. The scope of this study extends to airfoil 

sections in ground proximity both with and without trailing edge jet flaps. 

However, the problem of an airfoil without a jet flap (unflapped airfoil) 

may be regarded as the limiting case of the jet-flapped airfoil problem 

when the jet-momentum flux is made to vanish. Because of this, the analy

sis considers only the more general problem of jet-flapped airfoils. For 

the special case of unflapped airfoils in ground proximity, i.e. the ram 

airfoil problem, an alternate procedure for the solution of the linearized 

equations is presented in Appendices D and E. 

A. Development of a Linearized Potential Flow Model. 

This investigation of the jet-flapped airfoil will be restricted to 

the supercritical flow problem where the trailing edge jet flap does not 

impinge upon the ground. A sl~etch of this physical problem is shown in 

Figure 1. 

From the standpoint of determining the lift and jet-flap shape it 

will be assumed that the essential aspects of the actual situation are 

6 

given by the potential flow associated with this problem. Hence this study, 

like the previous ones noted in the Introduction, neglects viscous and 
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compressibility effects. In addition a thin-jet approximation is made. 

Following Spence, the jet-flap flow field is modeled by letting the jet 

thickness, i , vanish while holding the jet-momentum flux, 

constant. 

u 1 p 

1 

Fig. 1. Physical Problem 

To solve this two-dimensional potential flow problem exactly, a 

theorem proven by Green (Ref. 15) can be used to express the perturbation 

velocity components in terms of source-vortex singularity distributions 

located on the airfoil surface, the jet flap, and the ground plane. The 

latter distribution however may be replaced by an airfoil and jet-flap 

image system of the original jet-flapped airfoil. The strengths of these 

distributions are determined by requiring that flow tangency conditions be 

satisfied on the airfoil and along the jet flap. In addition, the normal 

force equation across the jet relating pressure difference to jet curva-

ture must be satisfied. 
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The exact analysis above yields a pair of nonlinear integro-differ-

ential equations. These equations are not only difficult to solve, but also 

their form makes a separate analysis of angle of attack, camber and thickness 

effects impossible. One aspect of these difficulties may be seen in the fact 

that the jet-flap shape is unknown a priori. The above complications do not 

appear in a linearized analysis such as that developed in Reference 16 for 

airfoils out of ground proximity. The accuracy of a linearized analysis rests 

upon the magnitude of the disturbances caused by the jet-flapped airfoil. For 

the supercritical flow problem the perturbation velocities are assumed to be 

small enough for a small-disturbance analysis to apply. 

In the linearized analysis presented here the exact singularity distri-

bution is replaced by another distribution located on the ~-axis between 

The corresponding replacement is also made for the image system. 

It is convenient here to consider the singularity distribution as running 

through the airfoil trailing edge but its exact position is not critical. A 

sketch of this distribution in the complex plane is shown in Figure 2. 

j - 'PLANE 

i == 7<+ t j 

u 
h 

G'I\OlJI'/P \.IN~ ______ L __ -- --- - ------- --

IMAC7E SY!\TEM 

iN { " £ II (M ( "f If'''' £~ 
g-'; 

Fig. 2. Mathematical Approximation to Physical Problem. 

The mathematical problem is to determine the source-vortex distribution 



which, when placed as in Figure 2, has an associated flow field that 

satisfies linearized tangency conditions on the airfoil and on the jet, 

and in addition satisfies the linearized force equation across the jet. 

As show~ by Strand and Brainerd (Ref. B),the complex perturbation 

velocity at point Z. = "X. +;, j. for the singularity distribution of 

Figure 2 is given by 
GO _ 

(1) 
= _,_ J i (x)+ ~ ~lj" Jx-

Z1T Z - X o 
" 

Separating into real and imaginary parts the vertical component, v, 

and 

The flow tangency conditions are exactly 

= 

.;; ( )(0) 

u + U (x .. ) 
) 

(2) 

(3) 

c cos 0< < i< .. 

In a linearized analysis second order perturbation velocities are 

neglected, and a mean surface approximation is made so that v is evaluated 

at Yo ~ 0, instead of the points indicated in equations (3) and (4). The 

resulting tangency conditions~ namely 

= 
- I _ 
'jc (Xo) - etC ; 0.( Xc> < C (5) 

9 



1'J 

and 

= } c < Xo (6) 

are therefore the first approximation or limiting case for small angles of 

attack, thickness and camber. 

From physical considerations two additional boundary conditions 

are placed on the jet-flap shape. After linearization and introduction of 

nondimensional variables, these are 

/ 

~' ()() = (7) 

o (8) 

For jet-flapped airfoils operating out of ground effect, Spence 

shows that the strength of the vortex singularity distribution representing 

a thin jet flap is 

6". (x) 
d 

- II 

Y,; (X) (9) 

This relation follows from a linearized analysis of the force equation across 

the jet, and is also true in ground proximity. 

Combining equations (2), (5), (6) and (9) and introducing the non-

dimensional variables, the following two equations result 

, 
.-!... f ll4)(')<) &x 
21l" x- X o 

o 

tIO I 

+ _I (2;' g (~)J1C _ ..1-1 ¥.1 ,'I· -1'..1 J • 
211" )(x- Xo(+4.ltt. 21l" fx-Xu(" 4.1,~ 

4 0 

I I ::: I !I>..,Y( ".) - ~ ± .;. t;. .. T ('" \ ; 0< '" < I 

:/ ; (><6) ; I < x. to 

(10) 

(11) 



The term + ~(x .. ) '" e in the above equations results when v is evalua-

ted at Yo = 0 and is given by 

= 

A complete derivation of a similar term in ;;; ~ =' 0 is found in Refer

ence 17. From continuity requirements on the function q(xo) in equations 

(10) and (11) it follows that 

for o < ><. < I ) 

I 

;: 7' .... ()(.) =- t Trx.J 
b' "f ..... 

(12) 

and that 

for I < K .. t(x.) := f.; (X .. ) = 0 (13) ) 

The above results when substituted back into (10) and (11) yield 
I I 00 

_J f 't .... (l() Jy -' f ~ .. ()<) Ix- <.IJI, J c' , J 
+ 

-.!.... 1.- 1.1 ()() X 

1r X - Xo IT (x-xi~+-4-"~ 1l >< - ><0 
0 

" I 

I (14) 
I 

21.' YO(o) -2ff/IC ; 0< X'.,,< I 

.L j !ff y/(x,lx'><.1 ~x 
"OA/" 

+ .~ t.,., t T (Ko J x = 
1'r {)(-)(.r ... 4lt~ 'f'r {')(-)(ol2.+ 4j1. 

0 

I 
2./j,(X.} . f < >< ... (15) 

" 
) 

11 

These two equations, along with the jet-flap boundary conditions (7) and (8), 

are the basic equations governing the vortex distribution strength on the 

airfoil and on the jet. They differ from those of Strand and Brainerd in 

that a trailing edge jet flap has been considered, and they differ from those 

of Spence in that ground influence has been considered. 
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B. Investigation of Vortex Distribution Singularities 

One method of solving equations (14) and (15) is to represent the 

V /1 
unknown functions "(oJ (x) and 1; (x) by trigonometric series. When 

this is done it is possible to integrate the integra-differential equations 

term by term and hence reduce them to a pair of algebraic equations in 

which the unknowns are the coefficients of the trigonometric series. Such 

a procedure is carried out in Part C of this analysis. First however, it 

is necessary to determine the nature of the vortex distribution singulari-

ties including the behavior of ~J "(x) as x _ 00. This must be done in 

order to properly construct convergent trigonometric series representations. 

To examine the behavior of the functions K'w (x) and ;/'(x) it is useful 

to transform (14) and (15) in a manner parallel to that of Spence (Ref. 9). 

is 

The general solution of the Fredholm equation 

I 

7T

1 f _"P_<_)(_' _J._x 
X - x. 

I> 

, 

= - V/~.X.' ~ J~J_XX I 

Qo 

Q (X.) j 0 < )( • .; I 

+ k 
.fX.{/- x.r ) 0 < ><. < , 

(16) 

(17) 

where k is an arbitrary constant. 

Using this result (14) may be recast into the following form 

I 

+ e.yt::X;;'-' f~ (x)] (x,><o,J..1Jx 1T' ... c;, 

o 

- I 

.. 2 ~ iF f i fI,,:'X) ! (x; x..),) J" = .2 t..., ";1 -" ';' f T(<) IT ex; " • .1,) .,q, 

• 

• 

; 0<)(.<1 ) k ,",8ITRA~Y 
(18) 



Likewise (15) can be rewritten as 

~ rx;:.I" I Ie. 1/ I d + ~ V7;;" 1F ;: (;. (~) G ()(j X", J.) X 

o I 

... 
- .y.x....-I I _, J~ x • ~ ~:'(x)dx + 

x. 7r X - , x-X'. { 
4. J ('. , 

- _J c.J' ()(' .. ) 
cJ z. J 

I 

I 

2« (f x.. =1' - I) - .2 J"~ y1'::l.'" -' J~ x • x., .fx x.. n- I _ )( 

o 

) 
I < Xc> (19) 

The explicit forms of the kernals IG (I(; x./J.) and IT(x; '1<../).) may be 

found in Appendix A along with a detailed derivation of equations (is) and 

(19). The boundary conditions given by (7) and (8) remain unchanged. 

Examination of the kernal functions ~()(j)(",.A) and ~()C'j~./j('Sl10WS that 

for any height, h, these functions are bounded for all finite combinations 

of x and xo' Furthermore, they vanish respectively as ' and -'a.. in the 
X X 

limit x - CIO for any finite xo' Hence provided 

13 

I 
and T()() are integrable over their respective intervals, it follows that 

the integrals 

-) 
J

..S!:. q ~"" I (X " x"" ,.J.) d)x e ~. '''' 6-

I 

•• b f TfK I 1., (K; "., J. )JK 

., 

are all bounded functions of Xo on the interval 0< x .. < oa 
.. 

Therefore the limiting form of equation (19) as xo ..... 1 is 

~ /2l: (X .. ) -
~ .. "'" ,'" = 

(20) 
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Substitution of the boundary condition on the initial deflection of the 

jet flap (7) gives 

" J ~. (x) dX 

~ - )( .. (21) 

This relation was developed by Spence (Ref. 9) in solving the problem 

of jet-flapped airfoils away from the ground. Spence shows that equation 

(21), along with the boundary condition (7), requires the constant k to be 

zero and a logarithmic singularity in the vortex distribution, proportional 

to the jet-flap deflection ~ , to be located at the airfoil trailing edge. 

The nature of the leading edge singularity may be found from equation 

(18) with k ~ 0 by taking the limit as xo-' O. The result is 

.a.- F. ~(x..) :;: constant (22) 
.t ..... 0 

This familiar "square rootl! singularity at the leading edge allows one 

to repeat the second-order analysis of Spence which shows a finite suction 

force developing at the leading edge. A similar force at the trailing edge 

does not exist since the vortex distribution there is only logarithmic. By 

resolving forces on a jet-flapped flat plate to second order in ~ and ~ 

it is easily shown that 

c. 2 
J 

A detailed development of equation (23) has also been given by 

Lissaman (Ref. 14). 

(23) 

An asymptotic analysis of equation (15) can be performed in order to 

determine the behavior of the vortex distribution far downstream. This is 
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done in Appendix B where it is shown that as x_ 00 

II 

o ("?:J ~. (x) - (24) 

and 

/ 

o (~3) ,;;. (X) - (25) 

The above result is also reached by Lissaman (Ref. 14) using essentially 

the same analysis as found in Appendix B. 

These results confirm that the vortex distribution singularities which 

occur at the airfoil leading and trailing edges are of the same nature as 

those in the problem of jet-flapped airfoils away from the ground. Further 
/ /I 

it is shown that both !!.t. ('>() and ;:. (x) vanish as 1t'-- co as in the away-from-

ground problem. There is however an essential difference in that these 

functions vanish more rapidly when ground influence is considered. This 

difference accounts for the fact that in ground proximity 

B- rI;' ()( J -A' '-"" 00 

whereas away from the ground 

L. ,f,: (X) -X-co 
o(,L,;x) 

C. The Trigonometric Expansion and Pivotal Points Procedure 

In this part of the analysis the unknown functions, K~~} 

(26) 

(27) 

Q 

and J;,. (X) 

are represented by trigonometric series, the forms of which take into 

account the behavior determined in Section III-B. The integra-differential 

equations are then reduced to a pair of algebraic equations which in turn 

are solved by a pivotal points method. 



It was noted in Part B that, except for the rates at which Ii (~) and 

);,. lX} vanish as x .... - , the vortex distribution singularities have the 

same characteristics as in the away-from-ground problem. Because of this 

"-
the trigonometric series used by Spence (Ref. 9) to represent It. (Xl is 

16 

used again in this analysis with the expectation of similar convergence. The 

airfoil vortex distribution, /!f ()(), is represented by another trigonometric 
'" 

series consistent with the leading edge singularity and a logarithmic func-

tion from Reference 9 which accounts for the trailing edge behavior. In 

using these series representations it was found more convenient to work from 

equations (18) and (19) rather than (14) and (15) since many of Spence's in-

tegral evaluations could be carried over to this analysis. 

For simplicity the linear operators &J(t I ~ 1J J and f (t , -t: ~J) are 

introduced to express the homogeneous terms, i.e. the left hand side, of 

(18) and (19) respectively. After dropping the constant k the results are 

- 21:: .y /- x.: ..!.J',j X 'Y(lO ~x 
;0,.,.. rr, - X )( - X" = 

• (28a) 

j 0<1<.< 

o 

and 

( k' .5L ) = I W) 2 :C. 
• (28b) , 

t ~)(o- I' 
+ 2.. l¥AIC ""0 ...LJT/1.) I (Xj1(. .. )J.)Jx 

1r T 
o 

1< Xo 

The unknown functions 
I, 

and r!:' (X} are now rewritten in terms 

of linear components, each of which may be determined separately. These com-

ponents are given by 

+ 2« ~ (.0 ... 
oc 

+ (29a) 
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and 

(29b) 

The equations and boundary conditions which determine the linear components 

follow directly from (7), (8), (28a), (28b), (29a) and (29b). 

The boundary conditions on '/,/rx) 
r/.tr 

, etc. as 
... 

serve to establish the strength of the logarithmic singularity at the air~ 

foil trailing edge. In the previous section this singularity was found 

proportional to the jet-flap deflection angle ?- and hence it will appear 

only in the components ~ (1:) and q. 4' (Xl 
..,. ~/'" 

Following the analysis of 

Spence, this singularity will be accounted for by writing 

('" (x) = r:. (;II) 
.,. r 

F.,. (,x I (30a) 

and 
c· , 

..:.L ". (')() = G ()() e (/ '?" 1" 
S.,.. (x) (30b) 

where F (x) = ~k('-x) .,.. 1'rx :x 
(31) 

5 (]() = 
7 ;#'-h}~(.fi-') -I' ~"J~(fX'+11 (32) 

, 
- I k(K-I) S (x) =. 

?" trx..fX 
(33) 

In order to improve computational accuracy when considering angle of 

attack, camber,and thickness effects, the following substitutions are also 

made 

I,J (X) = C (x) - ~<x) 
(. I 

(34b) (34a) ~ J.,~( 'X.) =. ~ (X) 
e( '" 

¥OI (xl 
1 

:: r:~()() - F:/(x) (35a) 
c. I 

G.r(x) (35b) ...:..~ (xl :a 
Z VI 

i., (x) :;, r:, (,,) - Ft (.1() 
c· I Gof (x) (36b) (36a) 2. Jk. (x) = 

i! i- t 
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where 

~ (X, ::= (37) 

(38) 

o 

I 

F; (x) = f; x' ~ J T Ie." \ \ (" ; x ) it ) J..., (39) 

o 

Combining equations (29a), (29b), (30), (34), (35) and (36), equations 

(28a) and (28b) can be separated into the following problems 

Jet-flap deflection (r -case) 
I _ 

(j) (~ ) G.,.} - 2/I-X.:( ;J ~(x)-l()(j)(o/J,)Jx + ;/ S;<x>:t;.()(;)(O)J.) JX) . ' (40a) 

o < X.< I 

and 

00 , 

+ :: s ()(.) - y.Xo -,.' ...!.. It X ' Sr()() Jx 
j .,. x. 1T' x- , X - x. 

I 

. 
) r < x. 

(40b) 

where 

.. I 

I-X. - _ 1 I r JM' S.,.(X) Jx 
'T1' X-I x-x .. ; 0 < '1<. < , 

I 

and 
aD 

-Ji- I • -' J~-L-' 
)(0 1l" X - , 

-- 1<' x. 
x.~ 

I 

Angle of attack (0( -case) 
I 

9 ( r: #( ) Go( ) = 2 ..j /- x.' .:,. f PO( ( )() I ... ( X; X., 1.) c1 X ; 0 0(. < I 
(41a) 

• 
I 

ip(C. J G",) - eV)('x-.' ~ JF",(x)Ic;(X$Xo,J.)Jx .. {~x.;."-l} ; 1< ><. 
.. 

(4lb) 



Camber (y-case) 

, 
2.,jI-Xa' *" J ~(X) ~(X;~J).) J)( 

o 
I 

= 2.fo;;.1' -.:.. h(X) .r.. (K; X., J,) <f'< 

o - ~x.;ol i ~ Ji I_XX' 
o 

Thickness (t-case) 

I 

8>( ~ ) ~) = Z.,jI-Xo':Ir f 'i"()() ~ (X; ~I ~)Jx 
o 

. 
) 

Introducing the trigonometric variables 

X= Sl~::t (~J for 0= X ~ I 

and X 
1 for I~ X = 

C05:2 (t) 

19 

; O<Xo < I (42a) 

I (42b) 
Yrx) Jx 
):'- ')(0 

0< Xo < J (43a) 

(43b) 

; 1< X6 

(44s) 

(44b) 

the unknown functions ~ and G are expanded in the following trignnometr:i.c 

series, namely 

r (~) = 
101 r: (X l\ ~lf) x'" $,,,, (45) 

CIt 
I 

G (ep) = .4.. G(x) I 
d<P X-~ 

- C;O$ \~) 

511'4 (.i) '£ B..,.." cos "7rI cp 
:2. """0 

(46) 

The boundary conditions on 
( 

,t~ (X) 
I 

1v~(X ) 
, etc. as X~ co 

require that G(1l') = O. Hence from G'(t:p) we have 

Cr(cp) 
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, 
One difficulty in the series expression for G..,.. (qJ) should be noted. 

Combining equations (24) j (30b) and (33) g1.ves the result 

- (48) 

In terms of the trigonometric variables an equivalent expression is 

I 

L G~('P) 

fIJ ..... 'ir S'IN ( !:) o ( k Co:. ( i J) (49) 

I 

Because of this weak logarithmic singularity in G.,... (9' ), slow nonuniform .. 
convergence may be expected in the cosine series E "B .... t:()~ ........ <p . This 

..,..~o 

phenomena is noted by Spence in his results for the away-from-ground 

problem. From the results of Section III-B it 

G;C4p) 
SIN(~) 

may be shown that the functions 

SIf'J (lle ($) 

I 

d 
G (ep) 

an -
SilO/ ( f) 

(excepting ) are otherwise bounded and 

continuous, hence better convergence may be expected. 

Upon making the indicated substitutions equations (40a) , (4la), (42a) 

and (43a) can be integrated to get algebraic equations each of which have 

the form 

(SOa) 

while equations (40b) , (4lb), (42b) and (43b) reduce to a similar form, 

namely 

-+ L ~ ~ (CP.) = N (~ .. ) (50b) 

The nonhomogeneous terms M( <'.) and N (<fl. > depend on which pair of linearized 
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components is to be determined. The four possibilities, corresponding 

respectively to equations (40), (41), (42) and (43), will be referred to 

as the"" -case, 0.:: -case, y-case and t-case. Expressions for a...(d'.), 

~ (<9.,) ,C .... (~) and c{. ( 'Po) are the same in all four cases. These ex-

pressions and expressions for the nonhomogeneous terms may be found in 

Appendix C where equations (50a) and (SOb) are derived. 

The unknown constants A~ and~_ are determined by a pivotal points 

method. If the trigonometric representations for f1 (~) and G '(qJ) are ... 
truncated after AJ-. and-:as , then 2 + r + s coefficients remain to be 

determined. The required number of relations are found by satisfying equa-

tions (50a) and (50b) at 2 + r + s pivotal points. The resulting linear 

system can then be solved by classical methods. Such a procedure is used 

to obtain the results presented in Section IV of this report. 

From a computational standpoint, difficulty arises from the fact that 

the functions a ... (<9.,) ,"&:_ (£9.) , c ttP,. J ... , eI (~ ) - M(o:./ and N(~) 

are expressed in terms of definite integrals. These integrals may not be 

handled analytically even though the integrands are nonsingular. As a 

result numerical or graphical integration is required for each pivotal point 

and for each value of ground clearance, h. 

D. Calculation of the Lift and Jet-Flap Shape 

Once the source-vortex distribution has been determined the linearized 

potential flow problem may be regarded as solved. Two remaining items of 

practical interest are the airfoil lift and the jet-flap shape. Assuming the 

singularity distribution is known these quantities can be calculated as 

follows. 

The tangential velocity change A VT across a source-vortex distribution 
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is given by the vortex distribution alone. This relation is simply 

= ~ (x) (51) 

For small disturbances the associated pressure difference is given by 

(52) 

Using this relation, the total lift coefficient for the jet-flapped air-

foil is 

(53) 

The independent effects of jet-flap deflection, angle of attack, camber 

and thickness on the lift coefficient are conveniently expressed by the 

partial derivatives d ('~ ,d '1 ,~ " and d Ce These derivatives can 
d 7 d oc: d !1( ..... ,I( J ;. ... IC 

be determined from equations (2980), (30a), (34a) , (35a), (36a) and (53). The 

results are 

, 
I 

del 
4 L r:?JX) Jx ... c . - 41~('X)J'X (54a) - J d"r • 

, I 

dC,f 
== 4 f r:e( ( X) Jx + (. 4JFo(X)Jx (54b) J(X J 

0 0 

I 
j 

c}C" 4 J. r:.tf (')(l J'X 
I 

4 J I). (X) Jx - CJ.b-. y(}() (54c) 
~~~N x .... , 

6 .0 

I I 

~(, :: 41 rWt(X)Jx - 4 1 ~ ('I( ) Jx (54d) 
~-I:"'A1f. .. 

~ 

Analytical expressions for F (X) 
?' 

and ~(JC) are given respectively 

by equations (31) and (37). Using these it may be shown that 
, 

- ~ .J.r +f~()()Jx lII:" 2 
(55a) ~ 

Il1o 

I 

4 I ~ (x) J-x ;;: - ,21r (55b) 
• 



I 

Similar expressions for 4 hex) cJ" 
o 

and 4 L~ (x) Jx may be found when 
o 

specific mean line and thickness shape functions are prescribed. 

It can be shown that the integrals 

are all given by 

-B[ 

I 

4- J r ()() J. x 
'"'.,c: 

o 

where the A" values depend upon the case ( 

considered. Thus, for example 

+ q 

J 
Ere. 

+ 

Though not done here, equations for pitching moments may be similarly 

developed. 

The jet-flap shape is determined from equations (29b), (30b), (32), 

(34b), (35b) and (36b). Combining these the result is 

±:! [~(X) - S (Xl} + ~ G (I() + 4 rs",.,x G,,<X] -J. 4t"''''l( ~ (x) c· 7' c· it( C. 01 ---c:- 1: 
J J J J 

The jet-flap shape is given by 

X 

X,(X) = J '1)"') .I..., 
I 

(56) 

(57) 

23 
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It is convenient to calculate the linear effects separately as was 

done in the case of the lift coefficient. Therefore 

(58a) 

x 
~:t~(~ = 4- f G (-, )cl." 

dOC; Cj ac 
I 

(58b) 

(S8c) 

(58d) 

IC 

where in all cases J G- (?(> J..". is of the form 

-{R - '14- { Bo - B, + Ba - 131) .. ... } 

- {I- fx,)t {~-4-"B2 +9Ba - ... } 

- { I - ~ J ~ { ~ - 6 E3 +,. ] 

_{,_ I }B§..{B- ... ] xW 35 ' 

etc. 

and where 

x (S • .',(l J'( = t (f& -,j''£''(-Yx'-I) -{Vi' + Ir J..W + I) + 2$ + 4-.0.. a - z} 



IV. SAMJ?LE RESULTS FOR THE LIFT AND JET-FLAP SHAPE 

Sample results obtained by using the trigonometric series expansion 

and pivotal points technique developed in Section III are presented here. 

A parabolic mean line shape function given by Y(x) ::;: 4Xf1 - x} was used 

to illustrate camber effects. A thickness problem was not consi.dered. 
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Calculations have only been made for the case h ::;: .5. The trigonometric 

representations for ~(~) and ~~~) were truncated respectively after A4 

and B3' and the pivotal points given by 

were used. 

Go = 0°,45°, 90 0
, 135°, 180° 

~ ::;: 00
, 45 0

, 90°, 135 0 

The following values for Au and I~ WC1rc dc.~tclrmined by hand computations. 

?- -case 0.0 .25 1.0 2.25 4.0 
_,,..,. ____ 0_' 

... :',"1 -.492 -.316 - .OL.9 .194 .425 

1 .350 .225 .066 -.051 -.148 

-.206 - . ll, 7 -.087 -.062 -.049 

.j .149 .100 .052 .033 .023 

-.068 - .OL,.5 -.022 - .013 -.009 

.052 .148 .336 .569 .845 

1 -1. 165 - .999 - . 73lf - .,,·96 -.296 

.085 .197 .284 .247 .1l1 

-.237 -.179 -.161 -.182 -.169 



IX -case Cj 0.0 .25 1.0 2.25 4.0 

Ao .135 .238 .420 .615 .816 

Al .025 -.039 - .131 -.213 -.292 

'~\2 -.083 -.058 -.034 -.025 -.019 

'3 .021 0.000 -.018 -.025 -.028 

·~'lf -.007 .002 .011 .013 .015 

" 0.000 .068 .223 .436 .701 "0 

:)1 0.000 .101 .286 .474 .641 

\3 0.000 .041 • QLf9 -.028 -.186 

B4 0.000 .011 -.012 -.040 - .021 

Y -case Ao .169 .654 1.474 2.313 3.157 

A1 -.05,+ -.370 -.808 -1.172 -1.510 

A'} -.154 -.019 .111 .162 .191 

.\3 .054 -.055 -.157 -.193 -.214 

A4 -.015 .036 .084 .101 .111 
_._-.. __ ._ .. -- ... -._----_ .... __ ._--_. __ .. ----------_ .. -. 

J o 0.000 .301 .959 1.836 2.911 

"1 0.000 .473 1.305 2.126 2.843 

])2 0.000 .237 .350 .082 -.526 

B3 0.000 .085 .021 -.103 -.046 

Using these coefficients the parti.a1 derivatives 
dC, "de!, and oT , 

~oC 

~ have been tabulated. As a check on numerical a(:curacy dC, has 
dflcltf4l( in" 

also been calculated using equation (23) • 

del 2~C. c. 2 (23) - -
~7"' dC£ J J 



(. c. ~ 
J J 

0 .25 1.0 2.25 4.0 

~ .681 l. 961 4.377 7.242 10.56 

~Cl 7.482 + 4.l04C j 8.362 
~CIC 

10.30 12.89 16.04 

~ 13 .87 + l8.76Cj 17.80 26.10 36.80 49.63 
dts.-. 

)'t 3.86 -rc; 2.03 4.43 7.33 10.59 -FROMl23) 
dY 

These values, along with the corresponding away-from-ground results 

are plotted in Figures 3, 4 and 5. dc.'· The jet-flap shapes _IIJ_ 
Jr 

~ 
,.) J's".4lt 

and for Cj = 1.0 are also shown in these figures. 

Z7 
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Lift Coefficient and Jet-Flap Shape 
( Jet - Flap Oeflectlo.n} 
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FlQ. 4 Lift Coefficient and Jet-Flap Shape 
(Anale of Attack ) 
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Fig. 5 Lift Coefficient and Jet -FIoR Shape 
( Camber) 
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V. DISCUSSION 

The methods developed herein for the determination of sectional lift 

characteristics of unflapped and jet-flapped airfoils in ground proximity 

are based on a linearized potential flow model (Section IlIA), in which it 

is believed the essential flow phenomena are accounted for. This model is 

in the form of integra-differential equations, which must be solved first 

before lift characteristics can be calculated. A solution procedure for 

these equations is developed in Section IIIC, and an alternative procedure 

for ram airfoils without jet flaps is presented in Appendices D and E. An 

assessment of these solution procedures and of the linearized model itself 

is the task to which this discussion is addressed. 

To help make such assessments limited calculations (Section IV, and 

Appendices D and E) have been made. The results obtained reflect not only 

the linearized model but also errors associated with its numerical solution. 

Therefore before discussing the linearized model, it is important to first 

consider the procedures used in solving the linearized equations. 

Tri~onometric Expansion and Pivotal Points Procedure 

Results of sample calculations for h = .5 (Section IV), using the 

trigonometric expansion and pivotal points procedure, are plotted in Figures 

Figure 3 ( ~ -case) shows an additional curve of the variation 3, 4 and 5. 

~C~ 
in with Cj for h = .5. 

d'T 
This curve was obtained from the 0(. -case cal-

culations and equation (23). A comparison of the two curves for h = .5 

shows close agreement except for small values of Cj' 

For small Cj ( < .2) significant errors arise in the pivotal point 

analysis in the 7-case. Such a problem may be expected since in the pivotal 

points procedure used here these control points were fixed (i.e. not functions 

of Cj). Thus for sufficiently small Cj values, the pivotal points will be 



located too far downstream to adequately characterize the jet flap. The 

relative error in lift as C j ..... 0 is large only for the "r -case since as 

shown by equation (23), d C~ must vanish as C
J
. ~ O. To obtain accurate 

~7" 

results for small C. the above problem may be avoided by using the 
J 

following approximation which is a direct result of equation (23). 

The relative errors in this asymptotic result as C j ..... 0 are about 5% at 

C
J
. ~ .25. The quantity ~C.l I 

dOC C.:o 
oJ 

appearing in the above approximation 

can be obtained from a linearization of the exact potential results for 

a flat plate in ground proximity (~ = 00 curve in Figure D-1). 

In order to reduce the errors of a linearized solution in the ~-case 

for small Cj two alternative approaches can be suggested, namely: 

i. For any fixed Cj the solutions may always be improved 

by using more pivotal points. This approach however may be un-

rewarding if a very large number of terms in the series expansions 

are required. 

ii. The pivotal points method used here could be abandoned 

in favor of an extension of Spence's (Ref. 20) asymptotic method 

to include ground influence. Since the ground influence does not 

alter the nature of the jet-flap flow field except far downstream, 

it may be expected that the same coordinate stretching as used by 

Spence could again be applied to obtain asymptotic results as 

C j ..... 0 in ground proximity. 

'de. 
The source of the small discrepancy in the dT curves of Figure 3 

for larger Cj values is uncertain. The convergence problem shown by equa

tion (49) and noted in the tabulated coefficients of Section IV is clearly 
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present. Truncation of the trigonometric series therefore results in 

errors for both 
;; 

!/.;.,J1( ) 
, 

and ~. (x. I VII ..,. which vanish respectively as ~x 
)(-.{X' 

.kx 
and --rx far downstream. A comparison of Spence's away-from-ground re-
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suIts (Ref. 9) for three and nine jet-flap pivotal points indicates trunca-

tion errors in the above Cj range of the order of 2%. This would in fact 

account for the discrepancy in the curves. While these relative 

errors in total lift are small, they do amount to 10% - 15% of the ground 

influence on lift. 

For the ex':I and t-cases, the above convergence problem, which is 

introduced by the function 5..,. (x) , does not exist so that results of better 

accuracy may be expected. 
~C.l 

For ~ a single check on numerical accuracy is 

provided by the limiting case Cj = O. For h = .5, was computed by 

the pivotal points procedure to be 1.19. This compares well with the value 

of 1.196 obtained by extrapolation of the exact potential flow results given 

in References 3 and 4 (see 0(. = 00 curve of Figure D-l). 

The jet-flap shapes d tf./ d~' and ~X· for Cj = 1.0 are 
,)7' dOC r;) f7:"''''K 

also shown in Figures 3 , 4 and 5. As noted above series truncation in the 

r -case results in errors for ~;(X) which vanish as -J; for X -+ (X) 

Integration of this expression produces errors in t/. (XI that are of 0(#1..><) 
IN..,.. 

as )( ...... 00. Hence the expected result of 

(26) 

cannot be realized. Similar difficulties in the downstream behavior of 

!/;. (xj also arise in the ex ':I and t-cases. Here, truncation of G '(<P) 

results in ~. 'exl errors of o(x.);.) as ')( ~ CIO , and hence errors of 0 (R) 

in :to (J() • 

These errors, which are unbounded as )( ..... co, predict jet-flap shapes 
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that are increasingly inaccurate far downstream. The distance downstream 

to which the jet-flap shape calculations may be extended with reasonable 

accuracy is not known. It may be expected however that calculations extend-

ing past the last pivotal point (x = 6.83 for the calculations of Section IV) 

have considerable error. 

To obtain solutions for :to (K) which do not have unbounded downstream 

errors it is apparent that other solution forms should be used to represent 

The analysis of Section III-B suggests that more appropriate solu-

tion forms may be given by 

~ 

Go (rp) 
dO 

= SIN ( :.) Co s ( : ) X 13..... COS TY1 q> 
....... =0 

These expressions are somewhat more difficult to work with, and it remains 

to be demonstrated that they would in fact give better results for X.(X) 

Several conclusions concerning the trigonometric expansion and pivotal 

points solution procedure for the jet-flapped airfoil problem in ground 

proximity can be made. 

i. Because of the complexity of ground influence, this 

method of solution is more complicated than the corresponding 

away-from-ground procedure developed by Spence. The ground effect 

terms must be integrated numerically for each h value and for 

every pivotal point that is used. Ground influence adds a further 

complication by coupling equations (SOa) and (SOb). As a result 

more pivotal points are required, since in ground proximity pivotal 

points must also be taken on the airfoil. Results of the lift ca1-

cu1ations (Section IV) show engineering accuracy is obtained using 

nine pivotal points. 
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ii. Using the series expansions given by equations (45) 

and (46), the jet-flap shape calculations are less precise than 

in the away-from-ground problem due to the presence of unbounded 

downstream errors. While more precise results may be possible 

with different series representations, it should be noted that as 

a practical matter predictions of the jet-flap shape far downstream 

may have only limited usefulness due to mixing effects. 

iii. In the treatment of camber and thickness problems the 

trigonometric expansion and pivotal points methods can be used 

with essentially the same accuracy and computational time as in 

the rand 0(- cases. Additional complexities such as those noted 

in Lissaman's analysis are avoided. This fact is important since 

these solutions are the only ones for which generalized results 

(i.e. any mean line or thickness distribution) are not available. 

Alternative Solution Procedure -- The Iteration Technique 

In Appendix D an iterative technique for airfoils in ground proximity, 

which was developed by Strand and Brainerd (Ref. 8), is applied to the case 

of a flat plate without a jet flap. A linear model is used, and calculations 

were terminated after one step. 
eN 

Results for the lift augmentation factor due to ground proximity, C:--I ' 
:(~~ ... 

are computed for various ground clearance ratios and are plotted in Figure 

D-l. Also plotted are some of the exact nonlinear conformal transformation 

results found in References 3, 4 and 19. The oC = 00 curve was obtained by 

a linear interpolation between the exact potential flow results for oC = 4.50 

and 0( = 4.5°. It is assumed that this curve corresponds to an exact solu-

tion of the linearized flat plate problem. 

At h = .5 the difference between the first iterative curve and the 

Q( = 00 curve amounts to 17% of the lift increase due to ground proximity. 
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This relative error diminishes in Figure D-l for larger h-va1ues. For 

smaller clearances qualitative agreement remains but the relative error 

is larger. This behavior indicates the necessity of further iterations as 

the ground is approached. 

In Appendix E the iterative approach is extended to consider camber 

and thickness effects on ram airfoils. Numerical calculations are made for 

a parabolic mean line and elliptic thickness distribution. The variation 

. dC, d ~ (, . lon -- an - wl.th ground clearance is shown in Figure E-l. The only 
d 1j!.'H' a f...,l4/t 

check on the accuracy of these computations was at h = .5 in the camber case. 

The comparison point (shown in Fig. E-1) was computed by the pivotal points 

procedure. The difference in predicted values of lift due to ground proxi-

mity is about 20%. 

Two conclusions concerning this ~l.ternate solution method are: 

i. From a computational standpoint first iterative results 

for the lift of ram wings in ground proximity are easily obtained. 

Further iterations and extension of the method to jet-flapped air-

foils are much more difficult. 

ii. First iterative results based on using the away-from-

ground solution for the image vortex distribution become increasing-

ly inaccurate as the ground is approached. However for clearance 

ratios greater than .5, the errors in the lift increase due to 

ground proximity may be expected to be less than 20%. Further-

more qualitative information such as the importance of considering 

thickness effects in ground proximity point out the usefulness of 

this method. 

Accuracy of Linearized Equations 

It remains nOW to consider the accuracy of the linearized equations 

and the consequent limits of applicability of linearized solutions. In 
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this discussion the assessment of the linearized model will be based pri-

marily on the results of more sophisticated nonlinear potential flow 

analyses. 

Near the ground, as well as away from the ground, the linearized model 

is recognized as giving the limiting form of the exact potential solution 

for ,. lex, J'~.... and t .. .__- o. One method of performing an exact potential 

analysis is to represent the potential flow by means of a source-vortex dis-

tribution which is located on the airfoil contour and jet flap. Applying 

this approach to a flat plate without a jet flap allows a comparison of the 

governing equation derived by this method with the corresponding linearized 

equation. In this way it can be shown that the errors associated with 

linearization are of 0 (ex l
) away from the ground but arc of o(()(") in ground 

proximity. It may be expected that when the general jet-flapped airfoil is 

considered, similar errors associated with the parameters r l Y~4~ and 

t:..,,A1f can be found. Such second-order effects account for the predictions 

of an initial lift decrease on a flat plate as the ground is approached which 

are noted in the conformal transformation results of References 3, 5 and 19. 

A further discussion of these errors may be found in Reference 11. 

The importance of second-order effects may be found from Figure D-l 

by comparing the ex:. = 00 curve with the nonlinear results of References 3, 

4 and 19. 
o 

The 0( = 0 curve corresponds to the exact results of a linearized 

o 
analysis for all angles of attack. Comparing with the ~ = 6 curve, a 13% 

c.. 
error in the prediction of ----- is noted at h = .5. 

C, I h=CIO 

An additional restriction on linearized theory for jet-flapped airfoils 

in ground proximity is that the jet-flap flow be supercritical. This res-

triction requires that Cj be small enough to prevent contact of the jet-flap 

flow and the ground. A rather complete discussion of this phenomena and 
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and limiting values of the jet coefficient for the ~ -case is given by 

Lissaman (Ref. 14). 

The iterative calculations of Appendix E have been applied to an air-

foil with a 6.5% parabolic mean line and a 13% elliptic thickness distri-

bution. The resulting curves of Cn • • C) var~at~on versus 
J 1, ..... 

ground clearance 

are shown in Figure E-2 for 0( 00 and oc ::: 50. For oC. ;:: o o only a slight 
C 

deviation of :::1- from 1.0 is noted. 
C,II! 'Coo 

This result indicates that for an 

elliptic thickness distribution the proper amount of positive parabolic 

camber needed to overcome the lift force towards the ground due to thickness 

is about one-half the thickness ratio. The resulting airfoil has a nearly 

flat lower surface. Similar results have been found for a circular arc air-

foil with a flat lower surface by Ma1avard (Ref. 11)~ who solved the potential 

flow problem exactly by using the electric analog technique. 

A comparison of linearized potential results with experiment is made 

by Spence in Reference (9) for the case of jet-flapped airfoils away from 

the ground. The discrepancy between measured and predicted lift-curve slopes 

is small even for jet-flap deflection angles up to 60 0
• 

In ground proximity, however, similar comparisons of linearized theory 

with experiment cannot be properly made without the consideration of thick-

ness effects. To date, this has not been done for jet-flapped airfoils. Tllf.~ 

magnitude of thickness effects as shown by the calculations of Appendix E can 

be of considerable importance. As noted by Lissaman determination of thickness 

effects will probably account for some of the discrepancies between his ana1y-

sis and experiment. 

Viscous effects apparently have little influence in the jet-flapped 

airfoil problem away from the ground (Ref. 9). That similar conclusions alB C) 

apply in ground proximity is not clear however. On the contrary it may b(;\ 

expected that boundary layer growth, for example, will be of considerable 



importance at low clearance. 

Because these viscous effects are largely unknown it is difficult to 

properly assess the usefulness of a potential flow model, either exact or 

linearized, in close ground proximity. As a result further study into the 

nature of these effects is of great importance. 

Since precise qualitative information on first-order thickness and 

camber effects in ground proximity is not available, it is important to 

calculate further linearized results so that these factors may be dis

tinguished from second-order potential flow phenomena and viscous effects. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (18), (19) 

The singular kernel in (14) may be removed by rewriting this equation 

in the form 

I 

..... J YlIJo<) Jl( = t(Xo) 
11 X-X • 

. 
) o < Ko < I (A-1) 

• 

where f(xo) contains only nonsingu1ar integral expressions. Using a theorem 

originally due to Car1eman, (for application in the away-from-ground problem 

see Spence's paper (Ref. 9»), (A-1) may be inverted and rewritten as 

, 
~ (X.) 

w 
J!.::.&' X. ~ J ~1_X,; 

o 

where 

+cx) = 

and k is an arbitrary constant. 

f(x)J.x 
,x.- X 

(A-2) 

(A-3 ) 

After substitution of (A-3) into (A-2) and reversing the order of inte-

gration, the following equation is obtained 
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Ie· If I ..:!L J?( J - ...:.L.. • (x) _ ~ 
~ I } 

1T J 2. ';1, (1r [M' (x.---r/{.-,,)] 

) (A-4) 

As noted by Spence, no problem arises in interchanging the orders of 

integration since there is no residue associated with singular kernels of 
, 

the form - . 
')(0 -1 

Integration of terms in (A-4) yields equation (18), namely 

I 

= - 2 ';J~x "I-X .. ' ; f.j 1:)( I 

o 
I I 

- 2";1-~' t J te,,) Ie; (x; Xo I ~) Jx + 2. tMA'Il ...,fl-Xt> i J T(x) ~(X; 'Xo ,~) J')( 
o --2~ fr J i :tjex}i(x;xo,.A)olx 
, 

OD 

f 
CJ I; J 

+ F: _, {- X '....;;T;;.....;;.;~:;.-· (:_X)_x 

0.". x- I X - Xo 

o 

• 0 <: Xo < I 
) 

(A-5) 



The ground influence functions \ (x;x.,J.) and I,.('lCjXo,.«) take 

the form 

= {X(x-~1+4jI1 JI(x,J) - 2)., Xo Y(XI~) 
{X.-')( ra + 41t. c 

with the functions1(x,h) and~(x,h) given by 

J{xz ... +i'l}fl,-xt+4-!2}'-{ xfl-x}+-4-J.'1 

8 { ri-4J.zI {(1_'K~z +4,6,'} 

~{xt"'4t}{{,-."t ..... J.2J''''fx{l-xl+41} 
s{ x\ 4..(1} {fl- X}Z+4-lZ 1 

(A-6) 

(A-7) 

(A-9) 

The important fact here is that the ground influence functions IG 

and IT are bounded and continuous, with bounded and continuous derivatives 

for any h > O. Further it may be shown that they vanish respectively as 
\ I 

- and - .. , when X ..... oo . 
'X 'X 

Equation (19) is obtained by substituting (A-S) into the nonsingular 
I 

integral -' J iw('x) Jx ) I < X", of (15). The following equation results 
1TX-'Xo 

!II 

from reversing the order of integration. 
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, 
eoe J.. J~/-X i ~ 

". )( x- Xo 
o 

CID I i I 

+.kf~ x • C; 'I.~(X){,j..J~/-"''' ell J Jx -+~rT/X}{...!....fi!:!l'I (?<j"'I.t)~}JX 
n X-I a 1(1 11".'" (x-"lh- x.l .". 11".. "7'" ..,,-~ .. 

I 

i I 

- ~ f t(X) fir f.f.,'" 'r,. (x j '7. i l./;Jlx 
o 

, 
+ k f f 

11" .('}({, - x r 
o 

Jx ~ 

2. ~. (Xo) 

" 
CIO c. "{ II _, f 7~' (x) X - x~} a'X 

1T' {x- x.,}~ + 4.1.2-, 

) 
I <:: x .. 

(A-10) 

After performing the indicated integrations and after considerable 

cancellation, equation 19 is obtained, i.e. 

I QJ 

2 -J)C~ " t J t(X) If7 (x; Xd 1 J.) J..< + 2 -.JXfo I \ ~ J ~ ';1/~X1 r~(X; X. I "') Jx 
o 

I 

2f1 ~ I X N J~ 
Y(~X')J)( 

~J( 'Xo 1'T" I - X X - x: 0 .. 
I 

+ 2 i"..~~;: , .:,. fT(X) Ite>c; ~" .• hJc - ~X.l~-If .. , 1<><0 
(A-ll) 

II 
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where IG and IT are given by (A-8) and (A-9). Except for the inclusion 

of nonsingular ground influence terms, equations (18) and (191 as derived 

here ,are identical with those of Spence (Ref. 9). 

The ground influence term 
I 

2-JXo-" _I J ~(}() I (x;x 4 ,j,),ix 
Xo iT (0) G 

o 

appearing in (A-11) couples this equation to (A-5). If this term were not 

present, which is the case for Spence's away-from-ground problem, it would 

1/ 

be possible to find Jv' (~) from (A-11) alone. This result could then be 

substituted into (A-5) to get As it stands however, (A-5) and 

(A-11) must be solved simultaneously. While this additional complexity is 

not serious from a theoretical standpoint, it does require more pivotal 

points in the numerical solution. These additional pivotal points, which 

must be located on the airfoil, are called for by equation (A-5). 



APPENDIX B 

DOWNSTREAM ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF JET FLAP 

The jet-flap shape and its associated vortex intensity far downstream 

can be determined from equation (15). This equation may be rewritten as 

(B-1) 

If fx,-X},. 2.l. , i.e.) 'X'o> X+2 ~ ,. X , then 

(B-2) 

and further 

= (B-3 ) 

Combining (13-1), (B-2), and (B-3), the following expansion is valid 

for all Xc > N + 2:1-). 

where N is any fixed number greater than one. 

• X > N +Z~ 
) Q 

The asymptotic nature of Y. (x) is assumed to be of the form 
J 

(B-4) 
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¥. (X) = 
J o(~) (13 - 5) 
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A physical restriction of finite lift limits our interest to the case 

~> I That ~.(X) actually has the limiting form O(-,h,) will be con-

sidered validated (a posteriori) if a value for ~ can be found which is 

consistent with the limiting form of equation (B-4). 

It follows by integration of (B-S) that 

.I 

;:;. (X) = o (K~ ) (B-6) 

.I 

where the boundary condition :;. ()() ;" 0 
J 

establishes the constant 

of intergration as zero. 

The asymptotic forms given by (B-S) and (B-6) imply that a constant M 

can be found such that for all -X > M, ~.(x) t 
and JJ' (x) can be written 

as 

i. (x) =: 
J 

and 

A 
x~ 

+ higher order terms in x 

+ higher order terms in x 

where A and B are finite constants independent of x. 

(B-7) 

(B-8) 

Therefore, if the constant N in equation (B-4) is chosen sufficiently 

large, i.e., N > M, (B-7) and (B-8) may be substituted into (B-4) to give 

, 
+ J M.o.T. 1~)(.1 = 4-'" t/'l; I xT <xl Jx 

1 I 1'1 X. 
• o 

(13-9) 
CIA 

+ o(~) ... ~J {)(~f3. 1-4.0.T.IH K) { I 
1l" X - )(. 

N 



~----~~--------

DeJager (Ref. 13) shows 

0(1..£) if (3 00 is integer 

J Jx 
'Xo~ 

'( fJ f X - )(0 } 

"'" o (-L) if~ is not integer 
)(0 ~ 

From (B-10) it is clear that higher order terms in lex) lead to 
J 

higher order terms in 

N 

Since it follows that 
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(B-10) 

(B-11) 

The following order relation results from combining (B-9) and (B-11) 

(B-12) 

Since O(i») ~ 0 (~) OJ: O(~) ) equation (B-12) requires that 

cancellation of equal order terms occur on the left hand side) and this 

will happen if and only if ~ = 4. 
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Having established ~ 4, the asymptotic behavior of the jet flap 

as X-+oo is given by 

~, "()() = o (~4) 

I 

O(~) X. (X) = 

,t' (X) = o (-}I) + C 

where C is a constant of integration. 
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APPENDIX C 

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (50~) (SOb) 

Starting with equations (40a) through (43b) the trigonometric substitutions 

7 
for o 6 )( ~ I 

for I ~ X 

are introduced into the linear operators ~C,G) and ~C,G} 

The results are 

11'" (C~l) 

+ Z co. (~ -4r J Girl ~ ("j ... ,.e,) <I'f' 
o 

and 
1r 

i(e )G) = Sl"'(~ ~ f C{(9) l (~ j'Po I ~) ~,,.. <9 Jc9 
o 

1l' (C~2) 

-HZ .51~(~) -t fG(tp) ~(<pj 'f'O)~) d)q7 

o 

where 

:: G()() I I 

x ~ .. l(t} 
} C (~) 

I (CS j <Po I ~ ) = Ie. (x; Xo , .Q.) I)(-=- sul(l) etc. 
G I 

>1'0 : -co~i'''''''') 
Likewise the nonhomogeneous terms of equations (40a) through (43b) may 
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be replaced by; 

Jet Flap Deflection 

11 

®( ~ I 6,.) = co:s(,j':' f t;. «(9) { ( (9; eO) ~ ) SIN $ J<s 
o 

where 

i S~( ~)t 1 -;:. .: COS~( ~) ~ rAN (f) 
)(-;: ccs:(t) 

1't 

~ 1l!~.) - co: (% ) + 2 " .... (~J,:. J (x) I ,I", ( '!' j 'Po I 1 ) c~~) .{'I' 

o X=c4(;) (C-3b) 
1r 

+- S'N (~) -4r J ~ (~) 16(s; ~ I;') SIN cS~~ 
o 

~ 

6{~ I Got) = co~(!) ~ J ~(c9) ~ «(9) So) A) :s 'NlO ~(9 ') o~ <9
0 
~ 1/ (C-4a) 

o 

'It 

~ (rw: ) G-«) -= SlN(~) i I ~(19) ~(<S ) CPa / ~ ) .51"1 C9 ,fJ~ 
o + { SI ~ (~) _ r} 

where 



Camber 

11 

e( C; J tj.) - co:s(!'Ji;-f ~ (aa) I(;o (6) j C5l. ) P.) sl~CJA9 
o 

ii" 

~(r;"JG,) :: SIN(1J* f ~(~) IG «(9)<EJ 1,) 5111Ci ~dil 
o 

. 
) 

where 

. 
) 

Thickness 

1r 

lJ) ('=t t Gt ) = C'Oft(~) fr f ~ (t9J Ie,. (9) G OJ .£) SIN G JC9 

o 

'II" 

~ (et ) <%) :::: SIIoi (f) ~ J ~(e) Ie; ($;~ ,it) SIN6l Jt9 
o 1t 

.... ,. (~l .;,. IT i<s) ~ (<S j '/l., I.l &<9 
o 

1l' 
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. 0 ~ eS" ~ 11"" (C- Sa) 
) 

J,y -des-

. 0 "" L'> ~..,.,.. , _ \,;7. _" 

. 0" tD ,} -TO-" 

(C-Sb) 

(C-6a) 

(C-6b) 

where 
- COT I&)~ ITl"l ~ (C>i oS!. ,~) J", 

<> 

&T . = , 
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Since each of the four sets of equations (C-3a,b), (C-4a,b), (C-5a,b), 

(C-6a,b) are of the same form, each set may be expressed as 

) 

= ) 

where M and N are the nonhomogeneous terms. For example in the ~ -case 

from equation (C-3a) 
1r 

M (CiI.) = cos(~)":' f ;"(<9) Ie. (CSI; c::901 J,. ) SIN <9 cD ~ 

il" 

+ e cos(~) -;fr. I 5).)\ ,:r,. (<I'; "'-I./.) s'~'P'.i", 
o l( = co/(f) CoS ~ ) 

Introducing the following trigonometric series representations for ~(~) 

and G('P) 
C(~) 

G- (cp) 

the homogeneous terms e( CI G) and ~(CJ G) for all cases are 

(45) 

(47) 

CXI 'il" 

L A" [c""'" e>" ... 2cos(~) ~J eos""'" ~"'j "'o,J. ) cos! ~) dll9 } 
"'''0 0 
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11-

-I- 2.S'N(5a.)~ji\-LfCo~2.(~)cos~'P &cp 
To 2./11'" co. cp - Cos CPo 

o 

11-

+- 2 S'N(~) .;,. I cOS""'P l ('P i 'Po , .I.) .,N (~)J'I') 

These relations may be simplified somewhat by using the identities 

1i 
g jeo:!"} eelS 'WICP & cp 
1r CoS cP_ cosfo 

«:» 

1t' 2 2J 'OS (l]cos'mcpc:!<p 
1F Coscp- f' +-cost(tf} 

e SI N"(-t-) 

= 
j --. = 0 

COT ( ~) SIN"""" CPo ; '"l'M =- f , 2. I " 

cos(~) - I 
CO$(~ ) 

i -wt:::.. 0 

_ I {r -C~ (~) }1't1. =- -wt=/)G,-· 
c:os( }) '" co:s(~) ) 

Finally, the basic equations (40~ ~hrough ~3b) for the linear com

ponents of ton and ,/~) may be written in the following manner 

CD -L A~ a~(C),,} ... [B !r ((90) M (<9.,) . O=<S\,~1r (50a) 
", ...., } 

""'=0 --~o 

C-' co 

[ ~ "" (<Po) 4- E 13~ cf"", (CPo) = N (<n) , O~ ~ "-~ (50b) ) 
_ ... _ )1 

"Y1=0 ""'=10 

where 

'il' 

o....,(~):. co~ "'\'1(90 of- a.Co:s(~)=tfJc.os -naJ ~(~;~l;dcos(~) &~ j")o\=OI'I ZI " 
• 

"1r 

+ 2 cos (~) -ir J .," (f J r.. (<f' ; '-'? J.i. ) .,Q~ 
(# 



'il'-

+ .2 COS(~).!..JC.os......,,<prc;.(<p ;l30 ,j )St ... (t)Jcp ;-rn:: 1)2" .. 
Z. 1"1'" . 

co 

It 

C'" (<f.) - 2. 54 N (~) t J c.o:s -n C9 r G ( '" ; 'Po , .!, ) COS(1-) J '" 
o 

1'r 

". ('Po) - SI" (~) C.S1~) - ~ Co 5( ~) + 2. S' .... (~Hi J s, ~ (£) I G ( '1'; '/'. ,1.) J<p 
o 

1'1"' 

+ 2. s". (!-) t J <.os ..... <f' r" ( 'I'i 'P., ~ ) ',N (f) &'1' ;.,." = ',2," 
6 

The nonhomogeneous terms for each case are given respectively 

by equations (C-3a) through (C-6b). 
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APPENDIX D 

A FLAT PLATE AIRFOIL IN GROUND PROXIMITY 

In Reference 8, Strand and Brainerd develop an approximate technique 

for solving the linearized ram airfoil problem. This method is employed 

here to obtain the lift characteristics of a flat plate airfoil in ground 

proximity. The results are then compared to those obtained by an exact 

conformal transformation analysis in order that the accuracy of this 

approximate method may be determined. 

This solution procedure may be considered as an iterative method which 

is terminated after the first step. It was found to be more amenable to hand 

computations than the technique developed in the main body of the report when 

airfoils without jet flaps are considered (unflapped airfoils). 

The linearized equation for the vortex intensity ~~(~) for a simple 

flat plate follows directly from Eq. 14 by dropping camber, thickness and 

jet-flap terms, and is given by 

I 

i:J 
o 

, 
1t 

; o<Xo<1 (D-l) 

The nature of the vortex intensity at the trailing edge (x ~ 1) in 

this case is governed by the Kutta condition 

Since the kernel of the first integral in (D-l) is larger in absolute 

value than the second kernel (see Appendix B), an iteration procedure is 

defined by 

0< X. < I (D-2) 
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where for the first iteration 
(0) 

K~ (X) is taken to be the away-from-ground 

solution, i.e. 

(01 

~<.J (X 1 H-x 
20< ---

X 

It should be recalled that iterative solutions are in general independent of 

the initial guess. If the iterations are to be terminated after one step 

however, it is clear that the initial solution must be a good approximation 

to begin with. It is for this reason that the away-from-ground vortex dis-

tribution is used to get the first iterative solutions in this analysis. 

Furthermore it is because of this that the first iterative results obtained 

here can be expected to be more accurate as the ground clearance is increased. 
( ... ) 

If K (l() in equation (D-2) is known, the method given in Reference 16 ... 
may be used to find 

~ , ..... ,) 
"' (x) 

First, equation (D-2) is rewritten in terms of trigonometric variables 

using the transformation 

which results in 

1T ( ....... ) 

.l..f t (~1 SltoJ C3 JO/I 
.".. cos CJ - Coco S " .. 

o 

= .e ex. 

Secondly, K",(G) is represented by the Fourier series 

Substitution of (D-4) into (D-3) yields 

. 
I 

0.( <9. < It' 

(D-4) 
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-rr 

Finally, operating on (D-S) with ~ J [ ] c.oS ""m<So J~ and inter
o 

changing orders of integration, the (n + 1st) iterative Fourier coefficients 

are given by 

o 

where 
'it 

Q (G) 
WI 

- -' f {co519-cos~1 CO!>l'I1<9o J.<9o 

1t (COS<9- cos~t 2. + (4 ~ }2. 
o 

. 
J )otoo'I = 

(D-6) 

The functions Q (~) may be found in terms of the algebraic expres.,.., 

sions Y ()(,~) and Y(XI~) found in Appendix A. For example 

Q (~) 
o 

Q. (~) = 

The Fourier coefficients corresponding to the away-from-ground solution 

vw(o) 0, are 

A 
Co) 

=2oc co 
. 
) A 

(0) 

~ = 0 

The first iterative coefficients are given by 

1l' 

Ao',I = 20c - ~ J f 1+'-05 G] K ((9,.1.) J~ 

A (,) :: , , 
I 

o 
1t 

~ f f I+<O$CJ}{ I +COSGX(G,.£) - 4~ Y(a>,~)} J~ 
o 

(D-7) 
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The integrations in CD-8) must be carried out numerically. For 
(Il (I) 

various values of h the first iterative results for Ao and A I are: 

~ 
A~l A~ll 

2oc. 20c -,- - -. _. _. ._--
1.0 1.026 .076 

.5 1.083 .176 

.4 1.107 .214 

.3 1.149 .306 

.2 1.211 .422 

.1 1.309 .626 

.05 1.384 .768 

With the Fourier representation used here for ~w ($) , the air-

foil lift coefficient is 

Scaling C,( by its free stream value of 21T'0( the following results 

are obtained 

t CJ /~ '.A=co ._. __ .• -_._--
00 1.0 

1.0 1.064 

.5 1.170 

.4 1.214 

.3 1.302 

.2 1.422 

.1 1.622 

.05 1. 768 



The above results are plotted in Figure D-l along with the exact 

nonlinear potential flow results of References 3, 4 and 19. The 0( = 00 

curve has been extrapolated from References 3 and 4, and it is considered 

to be a very close approximation to an exact solution of the linearized 

potential flow problem. A comparison of the various curves in this figure 

may be found in the Discussion (Section V). 

It should be noted that in Figure D-l, the linearized model yields 

only a single curve rather than a family of curves such as those obtained 

from the conformal transformation results. The fact that the first itera-
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tive solution and the ex,., 00 curve do not coincide merely illustrates that 

the iterative solution is only an approximate solution of the linearized 

equations. 

In order to calculate second iterative results the entire first solution 

. A {I +COIll(5J} must be determined rather than the first two Four~er components, I> .,~" 

and A ~'N ~ 
I 

For this reason the simplicity of calculations by the itera-

tive method is limited, and one might as well use the limiting form of equa-

tion (SOb) as Cj~ a to get a one ~tep answer. Similar difficulties arise 

in attempting to apply this approximate technique to the jet-flapped airfoil 

problem. 
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APPENDIX E 

CAMBER AND THICKNESS EFFECTS ON AIRFOILS IN GROUND PROXIMITY 

The approximate technique used in Appendix D may also be used to cal-

culate camber and thickness effects on airfoils in ground proximity. The 

linearized equation governing the vortex intensity follows directly from 

equation (14), and is given by 
I 

= 2 y. Y ( Xo) _ a-A ~ ... ( T ( x) J"X 
HA. 1't ){x-x..r+4..A t 

o (E-1) 

• 0 < )(0 < , 
) 

~ (I ) = 0) IX.::. Co ,) C..i::: 0 

The appropriate iteration equation for considering camber and thicklless 

effects is 

o <. 7('. <. I 

(E-2) 

To illustrate these effects in ground proximity, a parabolic mean line 

and an elliptic thickness distribution are chosen. The shape functions are 

For these camber and thickness functions the corresponding away~from-

ground vortex distribution is 

Thickness is seen not to modify the vortex distribution in linearized 

theory when the airfoil is at a large clearance. 
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The mathematical procedures for finding the first iterative solution 
\..- (I) 
Ow (X) of (E-2) are identical to those of Appendix D. Since 

is a linear function of IJ. and f""Aw 
"'"Mit/( ,. 

the Fourier coefficients for 

camber and thickness effects can be calculated separately. 

Camber Case Thickness Case 

J,. A~'} 
A (Il 

A~1l 
A(IJ 

'Ivc 
I t ItI1A~ 1014 -,_._---

00 0 8.0 0 I 0 

1.0 0 8. 2t~ 0 I -.060 
I , 

.5 0 8.70 0 -.148 

.4 0 9 _ OLf 0 -.255 

.3 0 9.54 0 -.397 

.2 0 10.26 0 -.693 

.1 0 11.88 0 -1.366 

.05 0 13.01 0 -2.157 

The lift coefficient is 

In Figure E-l the lift c·oefficient for each case (scaled by r.~ ...,. .... x 

and t"'llt< respectively) is plotted versus ground clearance. Finally in 

Figure E-2 the camber and thickness results of this appendix and the angle 

of attack results of Appendix D are combined to predict the lift coefficient 

of an airfoil with a 6.5% parabolic mean line and a 13% elliptic thickness 

distribution. Discussion of these results is found in Section V. 

-
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Fig. E .. I Lift Coefficient due to Camber and 
Thickness ( Iterative Solution ) 
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